
Harvey Knowledge Center







What we offer
Academic Coaching
Facilitated Study Groups
Exam Review Sessions
After-Hours Tutoring through 
Net Tutor
Computer labs and reservable
study space
Classroom presentations and 
workshops
Online Resources
Learning During COVID Guide
A community of passionate and 
engaged learners





What classes and subjects can the HKC with?
Our Academic Coaches have taken many of the courses you will take in 
your freshman and sophomore years. In addition to the most common 
classes, we have Coaches who specialize in areas like writing support, 
study strategies, and time management, who can help you improve 
these skills no matter what course you’re taking.

What is Academic Coaching and why should I use it?
We like to call Academic Coaching TutoringPlus. An Academic Coach is a 
fellow Radford Student who can meet with you up to twice a week, 
depending on your needs. They learn about your goals and strengths, 
and assist you in building the effective habits and skills that will help 
you succeed in college. Academic Coaches often specialize in an 
academic subject, and can help you student develop subject-specific 
study strategies, understand key concepts from class, prepare for 
exams, and improve general success skills like time management and 
notetaking.





What if I’m not sure what kind of help I need?
Our skilled office staff are students who trained to talk with you and 
listen to your needs. They will ask questions to learn more about your 
class experiences or plans, and can recommend a service or even a 
specific Coach. They can also help you find the assistance that best fits 
your schedule.

When should I come in?
The earlier, the better! We encourage students to connect with a Coach 
in the first two weeks of the semester. This gives you a chance to start 
the semester strong by reviewing the expectations and assignments 
with a partner, developing learning strategies for a new or unfamiliar 
class, and getting a jump start on effective note taking. A Coach can help 
you understand expectations like attendance, office hours, and how 
frequently you should be reviewing information from the course.

“Once you get the 
material, you get less 

frustrated; it gives you a 
sense of empowerment”

Juliana Pasqualucci, Pre-Nursing 
major on receiving Coaching in 

general chemistry



Resources
• www.Radford.edu/keeplearning

• www.Radford.edu/hkc

• https://tinyurl.com/HKCStuff

http://www.radford.edu/keeplearning
http://www.radford.edu/hkc
https://tinyurl.com/HKCStuff


We would love to 
be partners on 
your learning 
journey

McConnell 441 | www.radford.edu/hkc
hkc@radford.edu | 540-831-7704
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